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In this paper we analyze application of contemporary methods of insulation co-ordination
and the enlargement law in designing a GM counting tube. It has been shown that by applying
insulation co-ordination methods the counting tube can be optimally dimensioned. The application of the enlargement law was demonstrated in generalizing the results of test obtained
by the GM tube to those obtained by the counting tube with m-times greater dimensions. The
investigations were conducted both theoretically and by experiment. Using theoretical analysis, we derived the expressions that may be applied if a performance function of a random variable breakdown voltage is known. The experiments were conducted on a GM counter model
under well controlled laboratory conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
The Geiger-Muller counter is a gas detector
based on the gas multiplication principle like any other
proportional counter. However, in the GM counter, a
stronger electrical field is applied making the avalanche process more intensive. If the electrical field
value is above critical each avalanche triggers at least
more than one additional avalanche, thereby producing self-sustaining chain reaction known as Geiger
discharge. By further increasing value of the electrical
field the number of avalanches during the discharge
increases.When a certain fixed number of avalanches
during one discharge is produced the collective effect
of all avalanches stops the chain reaction and terminates the discharge. Since approximately the same
number of avalanches terminates every discharge, all
impulses of the GM counter are within the same amplitude regardless of the number of primarily created
ionic pairs which start the process. The GM can function as a detector of events caused by ionizing radiation, but not as a spectrometer because the information
about the energy transmitted from the incident quant
of radiation to the gas is lost. By analyzing the described mechanism of the GM counter it is clear that its
functioning is based on the electrical breakdown of a
gas [1-3]. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the
possibility of applying contemporary insulation coordination approach and the enlargement law in designing the GM counting tube.
* Corresponding author; e-mail: ifetahovic@np.ac.rs

When insulation structures like the GM counter
tube are designed or dimensioned an entirely empirical
approach is often adopted. First, efforts are made to estimate the desired dimensions of the GM tube [4-6] using empirical values, and sometimes using half empirical methods of calculation. Next step involves making
a prototype unit which is laboratory- tested and refined. [7, 8]. One should be aware of the fact that this
approach can hardly produce an optimal solution.
Consequently (to be close to the optimal solution) it is
required to at least estimate the performance function,
test it experimentally and finally grade an insulating
capability using some method. Various insulation
clearances must be coordinated according to their significance and regeneration capability [9]. It is also of
interest for practical application to know to what extent a change of counting tube dimensions affects the
GM counter functionality. This kind of insulation coordination of the GM counter tube must satisfy the set
out rules of insulation coordination and make additional optimization of equivalent (in terms of insulation coordination) insulation clearances.

INSULATION CO-ORDINATION
OF THE GM COUNTING TUBE

By observing the described function of the GM
counter it is clear that during its design the principle of
insulation coordination must be applied [10]. Surely,
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nance, it is advisable to grade the insulating capacity
of these insulating structure elements for the 2 %
breakdown voltages, for example
G

U

F

U d 02 < U d 02 < U d 02

Figure 1. Segment of a GM counter chamber

there is a close connection between knowing physical
picture of a breakdown process and specification of insulation coordination, e. g. problems of insulation load
are analysed with impulse voltages whose waveforms
are different from standard atmospheric and commutation voltages [11, 12].
We will here discuss GM counting tube, i. e., insulation coordination in a cylindrical model, fig. 1.
Part of the GM tube is shown in fig. 1. It consists
of a metalized glass cylinder,a central (coaxial) electrode, and an insulator for holding the central electrode
in the axial position.Therefore, the segment of GM
counting tube can be divided into: G – gas breakdown
distance, U – flashover distance over spacer, and F –
solid breakdown-distance in spacer.The GM counter
which consists of five segments identical to the
abovementioned GM counter is shown in fig. 2.
Insulation in GM counter has very different insulation characteristics: in gas (G) insulating capacity
is completely regenerated after a breakdown (e. g. in a
test); at the interface (U) it is partly restored; and in the
solid material (F) it does not recover et al. Besides,
solid breakdown voltage is greatly dependant on a unit
and working conditions. Partial discharges must not be
permitted in none of the distances/clearances, since
the inception voltages and breakdown voltages coincide. For the proper functioning of the GM counter it is
necessary that all breakdowns occur in the gas. In order to relieve points in the insulation from the start,
that are electrically critical and at the same time represent technical problem, keep discharge occurring in
the test away from these points and minimize mainte-

Figure 2. Five segment GM counting chamber

(1)

Using the method to precalculate the performance function of the breakdown voltage in a gas [11],
it is possible to design geometry of the insulation
clearances in such a way that the coordination required
by eq. 1 is achieved.To do this, one must start from the
rated withstand voltage Unst of a test section consisting
of m units, fig. 2. If a type of distribution is known, the
rated withstand voltage of the unit UBst can be calculated from the rated withstand voltage of the test section Unst using the enlargement law [12-14]. Assuming
a double-exponential distribution, which is suitable
for a gas insulation [15], for example
U Bst = U nst + g * ln m

(2)

where g* is estimated value for dispersion of double-exponential distribution.
In the procedure, one must take into account possible impreciseness of the preliminary calculation
(precalculation). It can be obtained by proceeding in
accordance with classical methods [16], with a condition given by U Bst £ U dB02 (U dB02 is the 2 % breakdown
voltage of the unit). In addition, a precision level d =
=.(0.02 – 0.05) UBst can be adopted for the calculated
2 % breakdown voltages of the GM counting tube basic model. The desired values of 2 % breakdown voltages can be calculated using eq. 1, the characteristics
for UBst can be obtained using eq. 2, as well as d and e
(statistical reliability). For the gas clearance we obtained
(3)
U Bst + d £ U G
d 02 £ U Bst + 2 d
For the flashover distance
U Bst + 2 d + e £ U U
d 02 £ U Bst + 3 d + e

(4)

For the solid distance
U Bst + 3 d + 2 e £ U dF02 £ U Bst + 4 d + 2 e

(5)

EXPERIMENT

The insulation co-ordination of GM counting
tube has been experimentally tested using a designed
model (segment) of the part of GM tube, shown in fig.
1 and fig. 3. Also, five more chambers have been designed in the same way, which consisted of segments
2-5 and 6 of the GM counter (five- segment chamber is
shown in fig. 2). In addition, two holders/spacers for
the central electrode have been designed. The first one
with straight edges and the other one with processed
edges, in order to extend the path of the surface
flashover, fig. 4. Furthermore, an extra chamber has
been designed to facilitate measurement of the
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Figure 3. Model of a one segment GM counter

Figure 4. Spacers/holders for the central electrode
(type I and II)
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U-test to check whether the samples belong to
unique random variable, and 3 – obtained statistical
samples were tested graphically, using c2 – test and
Kolmogorov test to check if they belonged to
Gauss, double-exponential and Weibull distribution.
Double-exponential voltage 250/2500 µs was
used. The pause between two breakdowns was 1
min. The breakdown voltage was measured using a
capacitive divider. During the measurement the
100 MHz oscilloscope was placed in a protective
chamber with the protection greater than 100 dB.
If a final geometry is optimized in such a way
that the calculated 2 % breakdown voltages are
within desired range, than the test samples should
be collected and its breakdown voltage performance function should be changed. It should be
more or less equal to that of the gas clearance. For a
gas insulation which can be approximated with double-exponential distribution (parameters U dB63 and
gB) the value of the rated withstand voltage can be
tested in accordance with the standard procedure
U nst £ U d10 = U dB63 - g B ( 2.25 + ln m )

(6)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

flashover spacer (surface breakdown). In this chamber,
the composition and pressure of the insulating gas were
the same as they were in the model of GM tube. The value
of a breakdown voltage in a spacer has been measured
only once. It has been shown that this value was much
greater than the values of breakdown voltages in the gas
and over spacer, and it should not be taken into consideration. During the measurement, the applied models have
been filled with the He gas and alcohol vapour. The pressure in the chambers has always been at 40 mbar. According to the measurements, the pressure in the GM counter
model has not changed more than 1 mbar during 24
hours.
The experiment involved the following steps: 1–
measuring 100 values of the coaxial geometry breakdown voltage, 2 – measuring 100 values of flashover
across spacer type I and type II in the chamber (for this
part of the experiment 100 identical spacers have been
designed for both spacer types – I and II), and 3 – the unit
designed (the GM counter model) consisted of 1-4 and 5
identical segments, fig. 5. One hundred values of breakdown voltage have been measured in these multi-segment units. Combined measurement uncertainty has
been less than 5% [17].
The obtained statistical samples of the random
variables: breakdown voltage in the gas, flashover voltage on spacer, and breakdown voltage in the
multisegment units, were treated in the following manner: 1 – using Chauvenet's criterion each sample was
cleared of suspicious results, 2 – remaining sampleswere
divided in 10 chronological samples and tested using

Figures 5 and 6 represent experimentally obtained statistical samples of the following random
variables: 1 – breakdown voltage in GM counter
model in fig.1, with type I and type II spacer; 2 – sur-

Figure 5(a). Breakdown voltage of the GM counter
model (fig. 1) with type I spacer, displayed on probability paper of the double-exponential distribution
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Figure 5(b). Breakdown voltage of the GM counter
model (fig. 1) with type II spacer, displayed on
probability paper of the double-exponential distribution

Figure 6. Surface breakdown voltage over spacer,
displayed on probability paper of the double-exponential
distribution; 1 – type I spacer; 2 – type II spacer

face breakdown voltage over spacer (for both type of
spacers), displayed on a probability papers to which
they best correspond.Using c2 and Kolmogorov test
(with statistical uncertainty of 5 %) it was confirmed
that the selection of the probability paper for the random variables shown in figs. 5 and 6 was appropriate.
It can be seen in fig. 5 that the random variable breakdown voltage in the gas of GM counter model behaves
according to double-exponential distribution. It is observed in fig. 6 that the random variable surface breakdown voltage across spacer (for both types of spacer)
also behaves according to double-exponential distribution. Thereby, it can be noted that the values of the
random variable surface breakdown over spacer, in the
case of type II spacer, are by 60 % greater than the values obtained for type I spacer. In fig. 6 it can be seen
that the values of surface breakdown voltages are by
30% greater than the corresponding values of breakdown voltages in the gas. It is observed in fig. 5 that the
random variable breakdown voltage of the GM counter (with type I spacer) belongs to complex additive
distribution which consists of two double-exponential
distributions. Thereby it can be noted that for the GM
counter model with type II spacer, the participation of
the breakdown voltages lower values (i. e. first part of
additive distribution) equals zero.
Figure 7 shows breakdown voltage of the
five-segment GM counter as a function of enlargement
factor m.Variation coefficient of the random variable
GM counter breakdown voltage as a function of enlargement factor, as well as corresponding theoretical
dependencies in the case of double-exponential, nor-

Figure 7. Validity of the enlargement law for the m segment GM model
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optimize GM counting tube in the design phase and
predict potential defects such as the appearance of
false impulses caused by surface breakdown over
spacer.
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KOORDINACIJA IZOLACIJE I ZAKON PORASTA ZA
BROJA^KE CEVI GM BROJA^A
U radu se razmatra primena savremenih metoda koordinacije izolacije i zakona porasta
na konstrukciju GM broja~ke cevi. Pokazano je kako je primenom metoda koordinacije izolacije
mogu}e optimalno dimenzionisati broja~ku cev. Demonstrirana je mogu}nost primene zakona
porasta na uop{tavawe rezultata ispitivawa dobijenih GM broja~kom cevi na rezultate koji bi se
dobili broja~kom cevi m-puta ve}ih dimenzija. Razmatrawa su obavqena teorijski i
eksperimentalno. Teorijskom analizom izvedeni su obrasci koje je mogu}e primeniti ako se zna
funkcija izvodnica slu~ajne promenqive, probojni napon. Eksperimenti su vr{eni na modelu GM
broja~a pod dobro kontrolisanim laboratorijskim uslovima.
Kqu~ne re~i: GM-broja~, koordinacija izolacije, zakon porasta

